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The greatest schedule builder ever. 



     Video Demoked

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Db48crANkHs-FJdVMmEw105rq6igH7HF/preview


Welcome to Sked!

represents a quantum leap in how students experience their education.ked

● Award-winning, user-centric design.
● Built by students, for students... to solve real problems!
● Fast, smart scheduling experience powered by advanced AI and ML.
● Unmatched security backed by a distributed cryptographic ledger.
● Groundbreaking ease-of-use translates to tangible quality-of-life 

improvements.
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Challenge: What Students Want
Students are frustrated with the in-house class scheduling solutions 
provided by their institutions. With the rise of the Internet, they 
demand high-quality design that’s as polished and seamless as the 
software they use every day…

...But as tech companies continue to raise the bar, schools just haven’t 
kept up. 

Melia Peters
CMO, Market Research Director

As students, the frustration of creating class schedules was something we 
experienced with every new semester, and it gave us the inspiration for sked. 



Challenge: What Universities Need
Bureaucracy, technical debt, and budget constraints mean that Schools 
consistently have a hard time delivering modern, visually appealing 
software on their own. Rather than building it themselves, most would 
be willing to contract with a third-party vendor for a world-class SaaS 
solution that includes enterprise-level support.

Bottom Line: For institutions, Sked is a compelling product 
with a clear value proposition: better student experiences at a 
fraction of the cost.

Rob Ritchey
CSO, Customer Relations



The Competition?



Designing a Great Scheduling Experience

Class scheduling is hard, but...
...providing a great experience to students is even harder! 

Inspired by the raw functionality of existing schedule builders, 
our UX Design Team iterated to align Sked’s UI design patterns 
with the latest industry-standard best practices. 

Ryan Carnovsky
CDO, UX Design Lead

did it pay off?



Designing a Great Scheduling Experience

Ryan Carnovsky
CDO, UX Design Lead

“As lead designer I had one job: To make sked the most beautiful 
and easy-to-use schedule builder out there”

Absolutely! Sked’s snappy, modern look and feel was a hit with users, who found no trouble 
becoming productive in Sked’s clean, yet familiar interface. When surveyed, testers 
unanimously preferred Sked to their current scheduling system.

With Sked, finding a class, enrolling in it, and viewing schedules was no longer painful: it 
was quick, seamless, and easy.



Engineering Amazing Scheduling Technology

From a technical standpoint, Building a schedule builder 
is a challenging task.

pre and co-requisite dependencies, instructor availability, 
and user-defined constraints are just a few examples of 
the complexity that Sked’s algorithms have to 
automatically manage behind the scenes.

@JCK Burgett
CIO, CISO, devops/ML Engineer



Engineering Amazing Scheduling Technology

@JCK Burgett
CIO, CISO, devops/ML Engineer

“I knew we’d have to use the latest AI, ML, and Crypto technologies if the 
Sked experience was going to feel how we wanted it to: truly magical.”

Two TensorFlow models were trained: The Course Recommendation Engine  (“CRE”) intelligently 
recommends courses based on users’ personalized requirements. And the Agenda Templating 
Engine (“ATE”) automatically filters courses that best fit into each users’ ideal schedule.

And Sked never sacrifices security. To stop hackers in their tracks, course catalogs and waitlist 
availability are cryptographically validated on the blockchain by Sked’s backend.



Conclusion and Lessons Learned
● create simple mock-ups to start with. It’s a good idea to focus 

on core features initially to really nail them down.
● In general, functionality added outside of your core featureset 

should be driven by user demand and feedback.
● Always consider the target market when developing a business 

plan. Are there barriers to entry?
● Differentiate yourself! With Sked, Extraordinary advancements 

in usability were unlocked through novel applications of 
machine intelligence and crypto.

Charlton Trezevant
CEO, Brand Evangelist
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CSO, Customer Relations
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